Abstract-Tensegrity robots are novel deformable robots based on tensegrity structures. The 6-strut tensegrity robots (TR-6) are similar to spheres. This characteristic allows them to generate rolling gaits easily, but leads to the rolling down problem when they are on a slope. In this paper, as lowering the center of gravity is an efficient way to improve the stability of the TR-6 on a slope, a low-CG(center of gravity) configuration is generated by self-deformation. However, self-deformation may lead to unexpected rolling. To lower the position of the center of gravity and avoid rolling, a low-CG configuration realization method is proposed that contains two steps. Firstly, the stability of the undeformed configurations are analyzed and the most stable undeformed configuration is selected as the initial configuration. Secondly, the low-CG configuration is generated based on the most stable undeformed configuration by suitable deformation. Comparisons are taken between the undeformed configurations and the low-CG configuraions in ODE simulations, and the results show the stability of the TR-6 is increased by applying the low-CG configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tensegrity robots are novel deformable mobile robots based on the conception of "tensegrity". The tensegrity is cited from the architecture and defined by Pugh [1] as "A tensegrity system is established when a set of discontinuous compression components interacts with a set of continuous tensile components to define a stable volume in space."
Traditional mobile robots, such as tracked robots [2] and the multi-legged robots [3] , are mostly composed of rigid components connected by rigid joints. They have large size and heavy weight. For lack of flexible elements, they process poor resistance ability and can be dangerous to human beings. The soft robots, on the other hand, are made of soft materials [4] . They are small and possess impact resistance ability.
By introducing the rigid struts into the soft materials (tensile components), the tensegrity robots overcome the disadvantages of the soft robots like low speed and small size.The tensegrity robots process high strength-mass ratio, deformation ability and can generate various gaits for adapting different terrains. Various tensegrity robots have been developed based on different types of tensegrities. As shown in Fig.1 , we divide the robots into TR-3, TR-4 and TR-6 by the number of struts (the darker components).The TR-3 and TR-4 were developed by Paul et al. from the Cornell University, and [5] [6] [7] [8] applied the genetic algorithm to generate crawling gaits for moving on a flat ground. The TR-6 was developed by Hirai et al. and [9, 10] generated rolling gaits for the TR-6 through experiments. By changing the shape of the robots through shrinking the cables, the position of the center of gravity is changed and the robot will roll through one edge of the grounded face.
The ball-like shape of the TR-6 increases the moving speed, but it also increases the difficulty of climbing because the robot will easily fall down when it moves on a slope. Recent researches are mostly based on the flat ground, whereas other terrains are rarely considered.
In this paper, for improving the stability of the TR-6, a low-CG configuration realization method that contains two steps is proposed to generate a low-CG configuration with lower position of center of gravity. Firstly, the most stable undeformed configuration is discovered. The undeformed configurations with different rotation angles and different types of bottom triangle have different critical slope angles. Through comparing all the critical slope angles of the undeformed configurations, we can find out the most stable undeformed configuration. Secondly, the low-CG configuration is generated by self-deformation. By shrinking the lengths of the cables, the tensegrity robots can change the position of the center of gravity as a result of deformation. However, the deformation may lead to unexpected rolling, suitable cables should be chosen as actuators to lower the center of gravity and to avoid rolling. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the undeformed configurations and stability on a slope of the TR-6. Section 3 introduces the procedures to generate the low-CG configuration. Section 4 builds a TR-6 model on a slope in Open Dynamic Engine (ODE) dynamic simulation environment, and comparisons are taken between the stability of the most stable undeformed configuration and the low-CG configurations. Section 5 concludes this paper.
The notations that will be used in this paper are listed as follows. In this paper, the notations without superscript indicate the positions in the world coordinate system. 
A. Two Types of Undeformed Configurations
As shown in Fig.2 , the TR-6 consists of 6 struts and 24 cables, and 12 vertexes. The three pairs of struts are paralleled. The bold components are struts and the thin components are cables. They interact with each other on the vertexes. of different cables, the robot can change its shape and generate various configurations to adapt various terrains.
In any undeformed configuration, there must be one triangle touch the slope. As shown in Fig.2 , according to the types of the bottom triangle, the undeformed configurations can be divided as two types: RT(regular triangle) and IT (isosceles triangle). The topology of the TR-6 consists of 12 isosceles triangles (IT) and 8 regular triangles (RT).The triangles (1, 3, 7) and (1, 7, 9) are used to represent the IT type and the RT type, respectively. The stability of the two types of configurations will be discussed respectively. Fig.3(a) shows the TR-6 locates on a slope of α. The stability of the robot is determined by the relative position of the center of gravity and the bottom triangle. The peak of the pyramid indicates the center of gravity of TR-6, and the bottom triangle indicates the surface contacting the slope. The friction coefficient of the slope is considered as infinite, because the friction remains the same in any configurations and has no effect on the variation of the stability.
B. Stability on a Slope
The stability of different configurations of the TR-6 on the slope can be described by the critical slope angle α c , which represents the maximum slope angle the robot can stay still on. The robot will roll down the slope if the slope angle α is bigger than the α c . The bigger the α c is, the more stable the configuration is.
C. Stability Criterion
A stability criterion is proposed as follows to test whether the configuration can stay still on the slope of α. Then by changing the slope angle α from 0 to 1.57rad, we can find out the critical slope angle α c for each configuration. As shown in Fig.4 , the bottom triangle have three edges and each edge is a possible roll axis, and the gravity of the robot generates three gravitational torques along the three roll axes. We number the roll axes counterclockwise as p ij , p jk , and p ki . The direction of the gravitational torques τ ij will be either the same or the opposite direction of the corresponding roll axis p ij .
To compute the gravitational torques along the three roll axes, two steps are considered.
Firstly, the position of the center of gravity and the three roll axes should be found out. The world and the body coordinate systems are defined as shown in Fig.3(b) . As the initial positions of the vertexes in the body coordinate system are known, the position of the vertexes in the world coordinate system can be obtained by a homogeneous transformation. The 
Secondly, the gravitational torques along the three roll axes can be calculated as follows.
The gravitational torques τ ij along roll axes p ij = p j − p i can be calculated by (2) , where l ij is the displacement vector. c ij is the intersection point of the p ij and the plane that through the center of gravity and is perpendicular to the p ij . M is the position of the center of gravity and can be calculated by (3) , in which r s and r c are the position of the struts and cables, respectively.
T is the gravity vector of the TR-6, where M = 6M s +24M c is the total mass of the TR-6. F g is the projection of F g on the plane.
According to the right hand rule, if the conditions τ ij p ij < 0&&τ jk p jk < 0&&τ ki p ki < 0 are met, the robot will stay still on the slope, if not, it will roll down.
III. LOW-CG CONFIGURATION REALIZATION METHOD
As lowering the center of gravity can increase the stability of the TR-6 on the slope, a low-CG(center of gravity) configuration that has lower position of the center of gravity should be generated. A low-CG configuration realization method that contains two steps is proposed. Firstly, the most stable undeformed configuration of the TR-6 is found by comparing the critical slope angle α c . The most stable undeformed configuration is the one with the biggest critical slope angle. Secondly, based on the most stable undeformed configuration, the low-CG configuration is generated by shrinking suitable cables.
A. Most Stable Undeformed Configuration
The TR-6 has two types of undeformed configurations: RT and IT, and when it locates on a slope, each type with different rotation angle β is different undeformed configurations. The critical slope angle α c will be derived for each undeformed configuration to find out the most stable undeformed configuration.
For each type, firstly, a rotation angle β and a slope angle α are plugged into (1) to get the positions of the vertexes in the world coordinate system. As the RT type is 2.094rad axial symmetry and IT type is plane symmetry, the rotation angle β changes in [0, 2.094]rad and [0, 3.140]rad, respectively. Secondly, the positions of vertexes are plugged into (2) to get the gravitational torques along the three edges of the bottom triangle. Lastly, the stability criterion τ ij p ij < 0&&τ jk p jk < 0&&τ ki p ki < 0 is used to test the status of the robot. If the robot stay still on the slope, the variable "roll" will be set to 0. If the robot roll down the slope, the "roll" will be set to 1.
The results are shown in Fig.5 . We can see that, in RT type, the biggest critical slope angle is α c = 0.681rad, and the corresponding rotation angle is β = 0.524rad. In IT type, the biggest critical slope angle is α c = 0.628rad, and the corresponding rotation angles are β = 0rad and β = 2.286rad.
Comparing the two types, the biggest critical slope angle is α c = 0.681rad. Hence, the most stable undeformed configuration is the RT type with the rotation angle β = 0.524rad. As the RT type is 2.094rad axial symmetry, the RT type with rotation angle β = 0.524rad, 2.618rad, and 4.713rad are the most stable undeformed configurations for TR-6. Without considering the number of the vertexes, the three configurations are totally the same.
B. Low-CG Configuration
The RT type with rotation angle β = 0.524rad is selected as the initial undeformed configuration. As lowering the center of gravity can further increase the stability of the TR-6, a low-CG configuration is generated based on the initial undeformed configuration . The low-CG configuration is a deformed configuration with lower center of gravity than the undeformed configurations. By shrinking the lengths of different cables, various deformed configurations can be generated, and some of those deformations may lead to an unexpected rolling.
As shown in Fig.6 , the RT type is an 2.094rad axial symmetry configuration. When the RT type locates on the ground, shrinking the three cables that are 2.094rad axial symmetry can change the value of M z without change M x and M y , which means the center of gravity is lowered without unexpected rolling.
indicates the position of the center of gravity in the world coordinate system. The 24 cables are divided into 8 groups as shown in TABLE I, and the three cables in each group are 2.094rad axial symmetry. A model of TR-6 is built in ODE simulation environment to obtain the variation of the center of gravity for the 8 groups of cables. The material parameters of the struts and cables are listed in TABLE II, and the struts and cables are connected by universal joints. The universal joints are bouncy, and the elastic coefficient is set as 0.8N/m. As each cable has two universal joints at both ends, the elastic coefficient of the cables are equal to 0.4N/m. The struts are simulated as rigid cylinders. Choosing a group of cables in TABLE I, and shrinking the length by adding a pair of forces F c at both ends of the cables, the position of the center of gravity will change as a result of deformation. The results show that only the group 6 can lower the center of gravity, the low-CG configuration is shown in Fig.7 . The white line is the track of the center of gravity, and the variation of the center of gravity is shown in Fig.8 . The robot shrinks the three cables in group 6 at 1.50s, and M z is reduced from 0.25m to 0.18m during 3s. Meanwhile, M x and M y remain the same. The other group of cables can also keep M x and M y unchanged, but they can not lower M z .
By shrinking the lengths of the three cables in group 6 equally, a low-CG configuration is generated. It lowers the center of gravity of the TR-6, meanwhile avoiding unexpected rolling.
IV. STABILITY TEST
Comparisons are taken between the stability of TR-6 with most stable undeformed configuration and with the low-CG configurations.
The TR-6 has been built in ODE simulation environment in the last section. A slope that will generate a rotation along the axis y w is added to discover the critical slope angle for each configuration. The slope angle will change from 0rad to 1.570rad, and the rotate speed is 0.087rad/s. The friction of the slope is set to a large value to make sure the robot would not slip down. Fig.9 shows the robot on the slope in the most stable undeformed configuration, namely, the RT type with rotation angle 0.524rad . The white words indicates the slope angle of the robot. With the increasing of the slope angle, the value of M z will keep increasing if the robot stays still on the slope and suddenly decrease if the robot rolls down the slope. Fig.10(a) shows the variation of the position of the center of gravity in the most stable undeformed configuration, and the robot rolls down the slope when the slope angle α > 0.680rad. Namely, the critical slope angle of the most stable undeformed configuration is α c = 0.680rad. Comparing the result of the most stable undeformed configuration and the low-CG configuraitons with different value of actuator forces, we can see that, the critical slope angles of the low-CG configurations are bigger than the undeformed configuration. Namely, the low-CG configurations increase the stability of the TR-6 on the slope, and the stability increases with the increase of the actuator forces. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a low-CG configuration realization method that contains two steps. Firstly, we analyzed the stability of all the undeformed configurations and selected the most stable one. The RT type with rotation angle 0.524rad is the most stable undeformed configuration that can stay still on a slope of angle 0.681rad. Secondly, as the most stable undeformed configuration is an axial symmetry configuration, by shrinking the lengths of the cables that are axial symmetry, a low-CG configuration is generated.
Comparing to the undeformed configurations, the low-CG configurations improve the stability of the TR-6, and the stability is increased with the increase of the actuator forces.
